IGNITE DISTRICT SUCCESS

Partner with ISTE to improve the teaching and learning experience

iste.org/district
Building a framework for success

“We aligned our conversation to the standards because [the standards] gave us the vocabulary we needed to move forward and helped us put a name to the process of instructional transformation we were pursuing.”

– VANESSA MONTEROSA, ED.D.
Program and Policy Development Specialist,
Los Angeles Unified School District Instructional Technology Initiative
CUSTOMIZED SUPPORT TO OPTIMIZE DISTRICT SUCCESS

Leading with learning
Integrating technology into the classroom is not one-size-fits-all. Districts require solutions that help meet their unique student populations and instructional goals.

When partnering with districts, ISTE starts with a full evaluation and ends with recommendations based on a district’s distinctive goals, always putting learning first, technology second.

Leading with instruction, not tool selection

“ISTE has provided over 400 Rowan-Salisbury School District educators with high-quality PD both in person at the ISTE conference and online through member services. In a district where technology integration is highly regarded, we trust our ISTE membership to ensure our educators are highly prepared to serve our students.”

– ANDREW SMITH
Chief Strategy Officer, Rowan-Salisbury School District
SCALE DISTRICTWIDE IMPLEMENTATION

ISTE provides trusted tools, professional development, procurement guidance and a built-in professional learning network to meet leaders’ needs and get staff on the same page when it comes to transforming learning with technology.

Proven ISTE resources guide district transformation

The ISTE Standards, the Lead & Transform Diagnostic Tool and the ISTE Essential Conditions provide research-based frameworks to inform strategy and planning, no matter where a district is on the road to effective tech use. ISTE partners with districts to provide an initial review of key components to assess where you are today and where you need to go to achieve success.

Full-service approach

ISTE connects you with highly qualified people to support your planning and coach you through the process. District partnerships provide a full-service option, including a professional development package tailored to each district’s unique needs and customized learning opportunities through the year.

Email district@iste.org for details.
Relevant, enduring guidance

“We see the ISTE Standards as masterful personas that define how students and teachers should use technology to support learning. They strike just the right balance between being descriptive and prescriptive, making them relevant for years to come.”

— DOUG CASEY
Executive Director, Connecticut Commission for Educational Technology

Professional growth resources
Choose the programs that match your district’s vision.

**ISTE U**
Online professional development on critical topics related to learning technology. ISTE U courses help educators build skills for teaching and learning in a digital world. Course topics include artificial intelligence, digital citizenship, computational thinking, considerations for tech selection and more.

**ISTE MEMBERSHIP**
Membership provides access to vibrant educator communities and professional learning networks for year-round PD and sharing of best practices; ISTE Edtech Advisor, a review and rating platform that provides insight into the tools and resources to implement or purchase to meet learning objectives, powered by LearnPlatform; and ongoing support on procurement decisions from ISTE experts.

**ISTE CERTIFICATION FOR EDUCATORS**
A unique certification for district educator cohorts to move systems from vision to practice by preparing them to rethink and redesign learning activities with technology to engage students in real-world, active learning. ISTE Certification focuses on content and learning activities for all seven educator ISTE Standards.

**ISTE BOOKS**
Over 80 titles on critical edtech topics that can be the basis of districtwide PD. Bulk discounts and custom webinars with authors available.
Partner with ISTE to enhance innovation in teaching and learning.

Learn more at iste.org/district